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Troubleshooting Using Filters in Wireshark
BY CRISTHIAN BERMUDEZ

When I try to solve a problem with a GNSS, echosounder, or any sensor that uses a network
interface, I normally use Wireshark. It is a great solution because you can capture all of the
packets crossing the network interface so you will be able to see if the data from your sensor
is coming or not.
With the latest releases of Wireshark, you can capture data for the Ethernet, wireless
interfaces, and even the localhost (127.0.0.1).
Something you might find overwhelming is the fact that Wireshark captures everything.
Depending on the amount of information you are getting through the interface you will see a
huge number of packets. For example, if you have an internet connection on the same
interface or if you have several sensors sending data, the number of packets will grow really
fast. Figure 1 shows an example: I started logging data on my computer for 5 seconds and
Wireshark collected more than 40000 packets.
Figure 1. Wireshark Data Collection (5 Second Duration)
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In this article I am going to explain how you can use filters to organize, sort, and view only the
information you are interested in.
There are several concepts related to network interfaces, however, I will only explain the
filters and concepts needed in a normal network configuration we usually have in our
hydrographic systems.
In order to use the filters, there is a field above the packet list. I am going to be using that field
to enter the filter for all the examples.
Figure 2. Wireshark Filter Field

FILTER BY IP ADDRESS
If you are interested in a specific IP address you can use this filter, which shows all packets
that define this IP address as the source or the destination. Let's suppose you have a sensor
sending packets using the IP 192.168.0.45, this filter will only show the information received
or sent by that IP address, while packets from any other IP address will not be displayed on
the list.
The filter used in this example is: ip.addr == 192.168.0.45
Figure 3. ip.addr Filter
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FILTER BY DESTINATION IP ADDRESS
If you know the destination IP, you can use a filter that will show packets only sent to that
specific IP address. Let's suppose you have a sensor that only sends the data to a specific IP
address, you can you use this filter to check if those packets are being received.
The filter used in this example is: ip.dst == 192.168.0.45
Figure 4. ip.dst Filter

FILTER BY SOURCE IP ADDRESS
If you are interested in seeing all of the packets coming from a specific IP address, you can
use this filter. Let's suppose you have a sensor sending packets using an IP address
192.168.0.45, you would use the following filter to check what packets are being sent from
this sensor.
The filter used in this example is: ip.src == 192.168.0.45
Figure 5. ip.src Filter
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FILTER BY PROTOCOL
If you are only interested in seeing packets sent using a specific protocol, use the TCP or
UDP filter. There are several protocols used in a network communication, however, data is
only transferred using TCP and UDP protocols.
The filter used in the example in Figure 6 is: tcp
Figure 6. TCP Filter

The filter used in the example in Figure 7 is: udp
Figure 7. UDP Filter
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FILTER BY PORT
All of the messages exchanged in a network use a logical port. There are 65535 ports
available for use, and in a normal Wireshark capture you will see a huge number of IP
addresses and ports.
You can filter packets by logical port based on the specified port's use as a source,
destination, or both. However to filter by port, Wireshark requires you to specify if the packet
is sent using TCP or UDP protocol, which is why the filters are separated by those protocols.
Here is a list of the six filters we normally use when we want to filter by port number:
•
•
•
•
•
•

tcp.port: Shows all of the TCP packets that used a specific port as a source or
destination.
tcp.dstport: Shows all of the TCP packets that used a specific port as destination.
tcp.srcport: Shows all of the TCP packets that used a specific port as source.
udp.port: Shows all of the UDP packets that used a specific port as source or
destination.
udp.dstport: Shows all of the UDP packets that used a specific port as destination.
udp.srcport: Shows all of the UDP packets that used a specific port as source.

The filter used in Figure 8 is: tcp.port == 52202. All TCP packets that used 52202 as either a
source or destination port are displayed.
Figure 8. tcp.port Filter

The filter used in Figure 9 is: tcp.dstport == 52202. All TCP packets that used 52202 as a
destination port are displayed.
Figure 9. tcp.dstport Filter
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The filter used in Figure 10 is: tcp.srcport == 52202. All TCP packets that used 52202 as a
source port are displayed.
FIGURE 10. tcp.srcport Filter

The filter used in Figure 11 is: udp.port == 6881. All UDP packets that used 6881 as either a
source or destination port are displayed.
Figure 11. udp.port Filter
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The filter used in Figure 12 is: udp.dstport == 6881. All UDP packets that used 6881 as a
destination port are displayed.
Figure 12. udp.dstport Filter

The filter used in Figure 13 is: udp.srcport == 6881. All UDP packets that used 6881 as a
source port are displayed.
Figure 13. udp.srcport Filter
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FILTER USING && (AND) AND || (OR) OPERATORS
You can combine filters using the logical operators && (AND) and || (OR). The AND operator
needs both expressions to be TRUE in order to show results. The OR operator only needs
one expression to be TRUE in order to show results.
Here you have two examples:
Example 1 (Figure 14): I am filtering packets by the IP address AND the UDP protocol.
The filter used in this example is: ip.addr == 192.168.0.45 && udp. UDP protocol packets
that are sent or received by IP address 192.168.0.45 are displayed.
Figure 14. Using the && (AND) Logical Operator

Example 2 (Figure 15): I am filtering packets by the IP address OR the UDP protocol.
The filter used in this example is: ip.addr == 192.168.0.45 || udp. All UDP protocol packets
as well as packets that are sent or received by IP address 192.168.0.45 are displayed.
Figure 15. Using the || (OR) Logical Operator
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